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REFORMING NEW YORK CITY'S "ULURP": LESS
CONFUSING THAN ITS NAME
ALFRED M. WILLIAMS, JR.*
I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine you are asked to join the community board of the neighborhood
where you live and work. The position is unpaid, but you volunteer your
time because you wish to actively help shape your community. The board
is presented with a proposal for real estate development that would
fundamentally change the character of your neighborhood. As such, you
agree to head a task force and closely analyze the plan. It takes months,
even years of review before you are comfortable recommending denial of
the proposal. Despite your recommendation, local officials independently
approve the project. Frustrated, you persuade your fellow board members
to challenge the outcome in court. However, the court briefly disposes of
your petition, properly deferring to the judgment of the elected officials.
New York City's Uniform Land Use Review Procedure ("ULURP") is
hardly ideal for other stakeholders, as well. From the developer's
perspective, it must submit land-use applications and environmental impact
statements for four stages of independent review only after preparing
project design and delivery methods, performing feasibility analysis and
securing financing. Often, it must make concessions at each stage of
review and subsequently defend official approval in the unpredictable court
system. From the perspective of government officials, they are inevitably
scrutinized by disgruntled stakeholders despite efforts to make wellinformed decisions in the best interest of the community at large.
Additionally, they are often forced to rationalize such a decision in front of
a judge.
The ULUPR is New York City's land-use review process, whereby local
officials make determinations1 to accommodate social and economic
* J.D., 2014, St. John's University School of Law.

I The New York legislature has elected to delegate land-use regulation. See N.Y. C.L.S. GEN. CrrY

§§ 20(24), 20(25). It has authorized local governments to protect and enhance the physical environment
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needs. 2 Often such needs conflict, public sentiment is polarized and
expensive court battles ensue. 3 Although the City has attempted to
minimize such disputes by involving stakeholders in the ULURP,4
litigation remains prevalent.5
Take, for example, the controversy surrounding "NYU 2031," New York
University ("NYU")'s plan to add six million square feet to its campus by
the year 2031. Recently, city officials approved the plan in conjunction
with Mayor Michael Bloomberg's commitment to a decade-long building
boom in higher education. 6 Although NYU 2031 projects to add nearly ten
thousand jobs to the local economy and $1.1 billion in tax revenue, the plan
also threatens the historic bohemian character of Greenwich Village. For
that reason, among others, local resistance groups filed a petition for the
court to overturn city approval of the plan almost immediately after such
approval was granted.7
The pending lawsuit against NYU is one example that sheds light on the
inefficiencies of the ULUPR. Although the procedure intends to
accommodate public participation in local government, it is unable to
consistently produce a uniformly acceptable resolution. 8 In cases like
and the safety, health, and welfare of persons and property therein. N.Y. MUN. HOME RULE LAW §
10(l a)(1 1), (12).
2 Dr. Deborah Thomas, The Importance of Development Plans/Land Use Policyfor Development
Control, (Nov. 15, 2001), http://www.oas.org/pgdm/document/BITC/papers/dthomas.htm. Because
every piece of real property is unique, some areas of land are more suitable for certain uses, and the use
of land for one activity often prevents its use for another. Id.
3 Responding to Streams of Land Use Disputes: A Systems Approach, PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, 5-6 (Policy Report #5, 2007), available at

http://cbuilding.org/sites/cbi.drupalconnect.comn/files/Responding%20to%2Streams%20of%/`2OLand%
20Use%2ODisputes 0_0.pdf [hereinafter Responding to Streams].
4 See discussion infra Section II(A).
5 See, e.g., Madison Square Garden, L.P. v. N.Y. Metro. Trans. Auth., 799 N.Y.S.2d 186 (1st Dep't
2005); Develop Don't Destroy Brooklyn v. Empire State Dev. Corp., 816 N.Y.S.2d 424 (1st Dep't
2006); Save Our Parks v. City of N.Y., 2006 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 2365 (2006); Landmark West! v.
Burden, 790 N.Y.S.2d 107 (1st Dep't 2005); Association for Community Reform Now ("ACORN") v.
Bloomberg, 824 N.Y.S.2d 752 (2006); Strauss v. City of N.Y., 814 N.Y.S.2d 565 (2006).
6 N.Y.U.,

A UNIVERSITY AS GREAT AS ITS CITY: NYU's STRATEGY FOR FUTURE GROWTH,

available at https://www.nyu.edulnyu203l/nyuinnyc/pdfs/0910_300Final4ExecutiveSumWeb.pdf
[hereinafter NYU 2031 Report]. Other projects include Columbia University's Manhattanville
expansion and Cornell University's Cornell NYC Tech campus on Roosevelt Island. COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK: MANHATTANVILLE IN WEST HARLEM, available at

http://neighbors.columbia.edu/pages/manplanning/; ROOSEVELT ISLAND CAMPUS PROJECT, available at
http://construction.tech.cornell.edul.
7 See Matt Chaban, NYU Expansion Lawsuit: Sexton Plan For Village Campus Prompts Faculty,

Preservationists
To
Sue
City,
HUFFINGTON
POST
(Sept.
26,
2012),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/26/nyu-expansion-plans-lawsuit-sexton-plan-greenwichvillage-preservationists-_n_1916647.html?utm_hp ref-new-york; see also 11 Groups Sue City to Stop
Expansion of NYU, NBC NEW YORK (Sept. 25, 2012), http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/NYUExpansion-Plan-Lawsuit-Groups-Sue-to-Block-Greenwich-Village-1 71265161.html.
8 See text infra note 5.
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NYU, city officials and the community remain completely disconnected
during and after ULUPR review and often seek resolution through costly
and time-consuming litigation.9 Furthermore, because such legal action is
deferential to the government and often futile for the petitioner, o the latter
may be left with feelings of resentment toward governing officials.11
To address these inherent flaws of the ULURP, this Note will (i) discuss
the ULURP, as applied to NYU 2031, to illustrate its inefficiencies and (ii)
propose a remedy, including revisions to the New York City Charter that
would institutionalize a collaborative system for decision-making and
dispute resolution. Specific proposed revisions include: (i) collaboration
between the community board, Borough President, City Planning
Commission and City Council while binding decisions are made; and (ii)
mediation for appropriate disputes, as determined by facilitators that meet
with conflicting stakeholders to assess the conflict and work toward a
mutually beneficial resolution. In order to effectuate such change, the
Charter should be further revised to limit standing to challenge official
decisions. Only those who participated in the review process or who plead
injury different from that suffered by the public at large should be able to
challenge such decisions, thus increasing participation and reducing
frivolous claims. This framework would help City officials balance landuse interests more effectively and efficiently.
II. CURRENT LAW: ULURP IN THE CONTEXT OF NYU 2031

As a background, local officials regulate land-use through the police
power, which enables municipalities to protect the public welfare.1 2 In New
York City, such power is established in the Charter,1 3 which requires landuse to comply with municipal plans and ordinances before the City will
issue necessary building permits.1 4 One way officials confirm such
compliance is through ULURP review. Established by the City Planning
Commission ("CPC")'5 in 1976, the ULUP is an intensive seven-month
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 Tom Angotti, Land Use and the New York City Charter, 25 (Aug. 10, 2010), available at
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/ccpd/repository/filescharterreport-angotti-2.pdf
12 U.S. CONST. amend. X; N.Y. CONST. art. IX, § 2(c); Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26, 33 (1954);
Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1, 9 (1974).
13 See
NEW
YORK
CITY
CHARTER,
21
(2004)
available
at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/charter/downloads/pdf/citycharter2004.pdf
14 Id.
15 The CPC is responsible for planning relating to orderly growth and development of the City. The
Commission holds hearings and votes on applications concerning the use, development, and
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public review process designed to increase public participation in land-use
decision-making and modeled after emerging trends in advocacy planning.
16 During ULURP review, certain land-use proposals are subject to several
stages of scrutiny, as discussed below.17
A. Summary
1. A Discussion of ULURP
Prior to 1976, the CPC was independently responsible for reviewing
certain land-use applications.1 8 The 1976 amendments gave community
boards the first opportunity to review ULURP applications on behalf of the
community at large.1 9 However, any changes at this stage are nonbinding.2 0 Such recommendations are subsequently presented to the
Borough President, the CPC, and the City Council. 2 1 The Borough
President's recommendations are also non-binding, 22 but subsequent
modifications by the CPC are binding on the applicant. 23 Thereafter, the
City Council determines whether to approve the final proposal by way of a
public hearing and a vote. 24
ULIURP review is initiated when an applicant files a standardized
application with the Department of City Planning ("DCP")25 and the DCP
determines that the project requires certain action, such as an amendment to
improvement of real property subject to City regulation. City Planning Comm'n, DEP'T OF CITY
PLANNING CITY OF N.Y., http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/about/plancom.shtml (last visited Sep. 22,
2014).
16

Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP), DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING
CITY OF N.Y.,

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/luproc/ulpro.shtml (last visited Sep. 22, 2014) (discussing, in detail,
every stage of the UNLURP) [hereinafter ULURP Overview]; The Uniform Land Use Review
Procedure

(ULURP),

N.Y.

CITY

DEP'T

OF

CITY

PLANNING,

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/luproc/lur.pdf
(clarifying ULURP with a visual aid flow chart)
[hereinafter ULURP Flow Chart]; Evolution of ULURP, N.Y. CITY DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/ap/step5_evolution.shtml (last visited Sep. 22, 2014) (describing the
events leading up to, and adaptation of ULURP in 1976) [hereinafter ULURP Evolution].
17 ULURP Flow Chart, supra note 16; ULURP Overview, supra note 16.
I8 ULURP Evolution, supra note 16.
19 ULURP Overview, supra note 16.

20 N.Y.C. CHARTER § 197-c (1976).
21 N.Y.C. CHARTER § 197-d (1976); ULURP Flow Chart, supra note 16.
22 See N.Y.C. CHARTER § 197-c; Uniform Land Use Review Procedure,CITIZEN COMMITTEE FOR
NEW YORK CITY, http://www.citizensnyc.org/sites/default/files/public-attachments/workshop/ulurp.pdf
(last visited Sept. 18, 2014).
23 See N.Y.C. CHARTER § 197-d; Uniform Land Use Review Procedure,supra note 22.
24 Id
25 See N.Y.C. CHARTER § 197-c; see also Uniform Land Use Review Procedure, supra note
23; see
also About Us, N.Y. CITY DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING (2014) (explaining that DCP promotes strategic
growth, development, and sustainable communities in the City by initiating changes and establishing
policies relating to planning and zoning. http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/htmi/subcats/about.shtml).
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the city map, rezoning or the issuance of special permits. 26 Thereafter, the

community board has 60 days to conduct a public hearing and submit a
written recommendation to the applicant, the Borough President and the
CPC.27 Considerations may include: (i) the public use, benefit or purpose to
be served by the project; (ii) the location for the project and reasons such
location was selected; (iii) the environmental and social effect of the
project; and (iv) other factors deemed relevant. 28 Upon receipt of the
board's recommendations, the Borough President then has 30 days to
submit a written recommendation to the CPC using similar
considerations. 29
The CPC then has 60 days to hold a public hearing and approve, modify
or disapprove the application and present its decision to the City Council. 30
The City Council has 50 days to review the application, hold a public
hearing, and vote on the project. 3 1 If the Council believes further
modifications are necessary, the application is sent back to the CPC for
additional review. 32 Certain decisions are subject to Mayoral veto, but the
City Council can override such veto by two-thirds vote. 33
At the conclusion of the review process, any party with a "generally
cognizable interest" in the use of the property 34 may petition the court to
overturn the decision pursuant to Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law and
Rules. 35 However, Article 78 is deferential to the agency charged with
decision-making. 3 6 The petitioner must demonstrate that the decision was
(i) made with an "abuse of discretion"; (ii) "arbitrary and capricious"; or
26 N.Y.C. CHARTER §197-c; The Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP), N.Y. CITY DEP'T
OF CITY PLANNING (2014), http://www.nyc.gov/htmVdcp/htmlluproc/ulpro.shtml.
27 In certain cases, the applicant may be required to submit an environmental impact statement for
consideration in ULURP review. The Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP), supra note 26.
28 No specific factors are listed for consideration in the Charter. The factors listed here are those
outlined in N.Y. EM. DOM. PROC. LAW § 204 (McKinney), which deals with determinations made for a
public project. These factors generally represent those that would be considered by decision makers in
ULURP review. Indeed, courts have drawn parallels between the ULURP and the EDPL. See In re
Application of City of New York relative To Acquiring Title in Fee Simple, 800 N.Y.S.2d 344, n.15
(2005).
29 N.Y.C. CHARTER, ch. 8 § 197-c; ULURP Overview, supranote 16.
30 N.Y.C. CHARTER, ch. 8 § 197-d; ULURP Overview, supranote 16.
31 Id
32

Id.

33 Id.
34 See, e.g., New York City Coal. for the Pres. of Gardens v. Giuliani, 670 N.Y.S.2d 654, 659
(1997).
35 See C.P.L.R. §7801 (McKinney); see, e.g., P & N Tiffany Properties, Inc. v. Vill. of Tuckahoe,
817 N.Y.S.2d 345, 347 (N.Y. App. Div. 2006) (" '[W]hen the challenge is directed not at the substance
of the ordinance but at the procedures followed in its enactment, it is maintainable in an [A]rticle 78
proceeding"') (quoting Matter of Save the Pine Bush v. Albany, 70 N.Y.2d 193, 202).
36 C.P.L.R. 7803 (McKinney 2003); Plaza v. City of New York, 759 N.Y.S.2d 748, 751 (2003)
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(iii) not supported by "substantial evidence." 3 7 As long as there was a
rational basis, the court will defer to the agency's decision made in a
representative capacity 3 8 and will frequently dismiss the petitioner's
challenge. 39
B. Application to NYU 2031
As discussed above, NYU 2013 recently underwent ULURP review.
Planning began in 2006,40 at which point NYU formulated the following
goals: (i) develop physical facilities that keep pace with growth in student
enrollment and educational offerings; (ii) provide space comparable with
that offered by similar institutions; 4 1 and (iii) offer predictability and
transparency to its neighbors while involving them in the planning
process. 4 2 In furtherance of such goals, NYU proposed a $6 billion, 19-year
plan 43 to add six million square feet to its campus, including nearly two
million to its core footprint in Greenwich Village. 44
In its Draft Scope of Work, NYU proposed four new buildings, belowgrade floor space and publicly accessible open spaces on two
"Superblocks" in Greenwich Village, located in Manhattan Community
District 2.45 These additions required a zoning map amendment, zoning
37

Understanding

Article

78,

LAW

OFFICES

OF

KEVIN

P.

SHEERIN,

&

http://www.sheerinlaw.com/pdf/sheerinlaw.com-Article_78_eBook.pdf.
38 See, e.g., Pell v. Bd. of Ed. of Union Free Sch. Dist. No. I of Towns of Scarsdale
Mamaroneck, Westchester County, 34 N.Y.2d 222 (N.Y. 1974) (describing the standard as to whether
there is a rational basis for the exercise of discretion).
39 See cases cited supranote, at 5.
40 Beginning in 2006, representatives from NYU, Manhattan Borough President Scott Stringer,
community boards, and community groups formed a task force, which met for over five years and made
recommendations about the plan. See OFFICE OF THE MANHATTAN BOROUGH PRESIDENT SCOTT M.
STRINGER, COMMUNITY TASK FORCE ON NYU DEVELOPMENT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(Mar.
2010),
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdf/task force-recommendations.l.pdf
[hereinafter Community Task Force Findings];N.Y U Begins Public Review ofExpansion, DOWNTOWN
[hereinafter
EXPRESS, (July 21-27, 2010), http://downtownexpress.com/de_378/editorial.html
Downtown Express].
41 See generally, DRAFT SCOPE OF WORK TO PREPARE

A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT
FOR
THE
NYU
CORE
10,
12-14
(Apr.
15,
2011),
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdf/nyu.203 lplan docs/nyudraftscope.pdf
[hereinafter Draft Scope of Work]; John Sexton, Letterfrom the President, NYU IN NYC NYU 2031: IN
SUMMARY, http://www.nyu.edu/nyu2031/nyuinnyc/overview/letter-from-the-president.php [hereinafter
Sexton Letter].
42 Sexton Letter, supra note 41, at 10; Conversations with Neighbors, N.Y.U.,
http://www.nyu.edulnyu2031/nyuinnyc/awareness/community-dialogue.php.
43 See NYU 2031 Report, supra note 6; Igor Kossov, NYU's Controversial Expansion, GOTHAM
GAZETTE (Mar. 12, 2012), http://www.gothamgazette.com/index.php/city/1415-nyus-controversialexpansion-.
44 Draft Scope of Work, supra note 41, at 2, 14, 18-19; Downtown Express, supra note 40.
45 Draft Scope of Work, supra note 41, at 1; see generally N.Y.U., NYU 2031 LAND USE
http://www.gvshp.org/_gvshp/preservation/nyu/doc/land-use-203 I.pdf
PROPOSAL,
available at
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text amendments, a special permit for large-scale general development and
disposition and sale of public property to the University.4 6 Accordingly,
NYU was required, pursuant to the City Charter, to submit its plan for
ULIURP review. 4 7 NYU submitted its application on December 5, 2011,48
which was certified as complete by the DCP on January 3, 2012.49
On February 23, 2012, Community Board 2 ("CB2")50 completed its
review of NYU's application. 5 During such review, CB2 became
concerned that the project would destroy the historical character of the
Village by overcrowding sidewalks, reducing open space and displacing
local retail. 52 As such, CB2 voted unanimously to recommend denial of
NYU's application. 5 3
[hereinafter Land Use Proposal].
46 Draft Scope of Work; supra note 41, at 5; see generally Land Use Proposal, supra note 45; see
(Jan. 9, 2012), available at
CORE ULURP PROPOSAL
NYU
generally N.Y.U.,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdf/nyu_2031_plan docs/nyu2O31_land-use_201201 10.p
df [hereinafter ULURP Proposal].
47 N.Y.C. CHARTER, ch. 8 § 197-c; Downtown Express, supra note 40. Additionally, pursuant to
the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and New York City Environmental
Quality Review (CEQR), NYU had to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement, which became part
of ULURP and was circulated for public review. See DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING, ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW DIvISION, PUBLIC NOTICE OF A SCOPING MEETING DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL

1 (Apr. 22, 2011), available at
1IDCPl31M)
IMPACT STATEMENT (CEQR No.
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdfnyu.2031_plan-docs/nyu scopingnotice.pdf; DEP'T
OF CITY PLANNING, NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 2

at
available
2012),
25,
(May
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/envreview/nyucore/nyu corenocjfeis.pdf. For the proposal, see
NYU Core: Final Environmental Impact Statement, N.Y. CITY DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/htmVenv-review/nyu_core.shtml. The content of the Environmental
Impact Statement was based on a Final Scope of Work, as mandated by the DCP. See also N.Y.U.,
FINAL SCOPE OF WORK TO PREPARE

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE NYU

available

2011),
30,
(Dec.
2
CORE
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/envreview/nyucore/nyufinalscope.pdf.
48

BRYAN CAVE

LLP, LAND

USE

REVIEW

APPLICATION

(Dec.

5,

2011),

at
available at

http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdf/nyu core-ulurp submission.pdf For a summary of
the plan, see generally ULURP Proposal,supra note 46.
49 See RESOLUTION C 120122 ZMM, CITY PLANNING COMMISSION, 3 (2012), available at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/cpc/120122.pdf [hereinafter CPC Zoning Map Resolution];
RESOLUTION

N

120123

ZRM,

CITY

PLANNING

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/cpc/120123.pdf
RESOLUTION

C

120124

ZSM,

CITY

COMMISSION,

[hereinafter

PLANNING

CPC

COMMISSION

2

(2012),

Zoning
32

Text

(2012),

available at

Resolution];
available at

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/cpc/120124.pdf [hereinafter CPC Special PermitResolution].
50 CB2 represents, among other neighborhoods, Greenwich Village. See Manhattan Community
Boards,

NYC

MAYOR'S

COMMUNITY

AFFAIRS

UNIT,

http://www.nyc.gov/html/cau/html/cb/manhattan.shtml.
51 Letter from Brad Hoylman and David Gruber, Chairs of Community Board #2, Manhattan, to
Amanda M. Burden, Chair, NYC Department of City Planning (March 12, 2012), available at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/mancb2/downloads/pdf/monthly_cb2_resolutions/february_2012/02february2
012_nyuworkinggroup.pdf [hereinafter CB2 Resolution].
52 Id. at 20.
53 By a unanimous vote of 40-0, CB2 adopted a resolution recommending disapproval of the
application. CPC Zoning Map Resolution, supra note 49, at 3; CPC Zoning Text Resolution, supra note
49, at 2; CPC Special Permit Resolution, supra note 49, at 32.
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Next, Manhattan Borough President Scott Stringer reviewed the plan. 54
To appease his constituents, Stringer negotiated and personally secured
major concessions from NYU, including reduction in density, elimination
of facilities and increased space for public use.55 On April 11, 2012,
Borough President Stringer issued his conditional approval of the plan. 56
On April 25, 2012, the City Planning Commission held a hearing5 7 and
subsequently modified the plan. Such modifications included, but were not
limited to, height reductions, denial of zoning variances and elimination of
commercial uses. 5 8 On June 6, 2012, by a vote of 12-1, the Commission
approved the modified plan.59
Finally, the application was introduced to the City Council and referred
to its Committee on Land Use. 60 On June 29, 2012, a Subcommittee on
Zoning and Franchises held a full-day hearing during which hundreds of
advocates, including Council Member Margaret Chin, voiced concerns and
raised questions for NYU President John Sexton and other University
officials. 6 1 On July 17, the subcommittee held another hearing with the
Committee on Land Use, modified the plan and voted 19-1 to approve the
application. 62 After the CPC reviewed such modifications, 6 3 the City
54 Scott M. Stringer, Recommendation on ULURP Application Nos. C 120077 MMM, C 120124
ZSM, C 120122 ZMM, N 120123 ZRM - NYU Core by New York University, OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENT,

BOROUGH

OF

MANHATTAN,

available

at

http://www.capitalnewyork.com/files/NYUULLURP.pdf.
55 Id
56 Id
57 CPC Special Permit Resolution, supra note 49, at 34. A total of 115 speakers testified at the
hearing. Of the total speakers, 47 testified in favor and 68 testified against the proposal. Id The hearing
was held on that date, notwithstanding a request by the attomeys representing local resistance groups to
postpone the hearing until September. See Letter from Gibson Dunn & Crutcher, LLP., to Amanda
19,
2012),
available at
N.Y.
City
Planning
Comm'n
(Apr.
Burden,
Chair,
http://www.capitalnewyork.com/files/docletterfasp gvshpburden.pdf.
58 See CPC Special Permit Resolution, supra note 49, at 45-46; see also Guelda Voien, NYU
Greenwich Village Expansion Gets PlanningApproval, with Some Caveats, THE REAL DEAL (JUNE 06,
2012, 01:30 PM), http://therealdeal.com/blog/2012/06/06/nyu-expansion-gets-planning-approval-withsome-caveats/.
59 RESOLUTION C 120077 MMM, CITY PLANNING COMM'N 10 (2012), available at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/cpc/120077.pdf; CPC Zoning Map Resolution, supra note 49, at 5;
CPC Zoning Text Resolution, supra note 49, at 6; CPC Special Permit Resolution, supra note 49, at 73;
see also Voien, supra note 58.
60 See

LU

0632-2012,

THE

COUNCIL

OF THE

CITY

OF

N.Y.

(2012),

available at

http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/MeetingDetail.aspx?D=1 99505&GUID=0E7645FO-9078-4958-BB139600E75DI476&Search= [hereinafter City CouncilResolution].
61 Id.; City Council Holds Hearingon NYU Expansion, THE MUNICIPAL ART SOCIETY OF NEW
YORK (July 7, 2012), http://mas.org/city-council-holds-hearing-on-nyu-expansion.
62 Modifications included a 26% overall reduction, including a further reduction in buildings height
and square footage, and restrictions on ground floor retail space, as well as commitments to the
development of community facilities and maintenance of public spaces. See Joseph Berger, N.YU's
Plan for Expansion Draws Anger in Community, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 9, 2012), available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/10/nyregion/nyu-expansion-plan-upsets-some-greenwich-village-
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Council held its final hearing on July 25, 2012 and voted 44-164 to approve
the final series of zoning map amendments, text amendments and permits
allowing NYU to build what amounts to a skyscraper's worth of
classrooms, dorm rooms and office space in Greenwich Village. 65
In response to such approval, on September 24, 2012 local resistance
groups filed a petition, pursuant to Article 78 of New York's Civil Practice
Law and Rules, seeking a judgment from the First Department of the New
York State Supreme Court to overturn the ULURP decision. 66 The
petitioners argued that the responsible agency predetermined the outcome,
ignored and frustrated public input, failed to follow up on crucial questions,
relied on a deficient environmental impact statement 67 and made decisions
based on closed-door deal-making. 6 8 As such, the petitioners requested an
annulment by the court of the CPC and City Council resolutions. 69 In
response, on September 26, 2012 NYU Spokesman John Beckman stated
that the review process was "thorough and rigorous . . . as required by law"

and that the University is "confident that [it] will prevail in court against
any claims that are made." 70
neighbors.html?_r-2&pagewanted=all); Sarah Darville, Council Committee Approves N.Y U 2031,
With
More
Concessions,
THE
LOCAL
EAST
VILLAGE
(July
17,
2012),
http://eastvillage.thelocal.nytimes.com/2012/07/17/council-committee-approves-n-y-u-203 1-with-moreconcessions/; Zoe Schlanger, NYU 2031 Approved with Modifications, THE NATION (July 17, 2012),
http://www.thenation.com/blog/l16893 1/nyu-203 1-approved-modifications#.
63 See City Council Resolution, supra note 60; see also Darville, supra note 62.
6 Typically, the City Council defers to the vote of the council member whose district includes the
development under consideration. See Darville, supra note 62.
65 See Berger, supra note 62. For an overview of the final approved plan, see N.Y.U., NYU CORE
PLAN

FINAL

APPROVED

ULURP

PROPOSAL,

available

at

http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyulgovCommunAffairs/documents/superblocks/2013-1-7-NYUApproved-ULURP-Final-Summary.pdf.
66 See WSV Green Neighbors v. NYU, 2013 N.Y. Misc. Lexis 6443 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2013). This
suit was the second filed in opposition to the NYU expansion plan. The first was filed by the
Washington Square Village Green Neighbors, who claimed that by constructing two new academic
buildings on and under a private park and essentially opening it up to the public, the university's plan
would deny them private rights to it. See Matt Chaban, First of Probably Many NYU Expansion
Lawsuits Filed, THE NEW YORK OBSERVER (Aug. 17, 2012), http://observer.com/2012/08/first-ofprobably-many-nyu-expansion-lawsuits-filed/; Barbara Ross, Tenants at Washington Square Village hit
NYU with Lawsuit Over School's Controversial Expansion Plan in Greenwich Village, NEW YORK
DAILY NEWS (Aug. 16, 2012), http://articles.nydailynews.com/2012-08-16/news/33236701_1_nyuplan-greenwich-village-community-washington-square-village.
67 In May 2012, attorneys for petitioners submitted a 51-page Statement of Objections to the CPC,
primarily addressing what they argued were deficiencies in the environmental impact statement. See In
re
NYU
Core
Project,
available
at
http://www.nyc.gov/htmlVdcp/pdf/env-review/nyucore/appendj deis-com-letorganizationgvspfeis.
pdf.
68 Brief for Necessery Third-Party Appallant-Respondent at 13-14, Glick v. Harvey, 2014 WL
7367074 (N.Y.A.D. 1" Dept. 2014).
69 Id. at 56.
70 Chaban, supra note 7; Chris Dolmetsch, New York University Sued Over Village Development
Plans,
BLOOMBERG
BUSINESSWEEK
(Aug.
17,
2012),
available
at
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C. UL URP Deficiencies andShortfalls
The dispute regarding NYU 2031 is an ongoing example of the
ULURP's failure to capture a mutually beneficial resolution to land-use
disputes. The Council's overwhelming support of the plan 7' starkly
contrasted the community board's unanimous disapproval 72 and local
residents' vehement opposition. 73 Furthermore, NYU 2031 is one of many
recent notable challenges to ULURP decisions. 74 Thus, the ULURP often
fails to satisfy its purpose of ensuring "community input on significant
land-use decisions regarding public land." 7 5

Further, the ULURP's shortcomings are detrimental to the community,
the applicant and public officials. Community boards spend months
scrutinizing an application7 6 and the greater public participates in hearings
at nearly every stage. As such, community members are often frustrated
when their recommendations are disregarded and most have standing to
challenge the outcome in court. 77 However, these challenges are costly for
underfunded community groups and are unlikely to succeed. 78
Additionally, the ULURP often undervalues a project's positive
externalitieS 79 and delays its commencement while the applicant is
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-08-16/new-york-university-sued-over-villagedevelopment-plans.
71 Note that the plan approved by the City Council was a modified version of that rejected by CB2.
See generally N.Y.U., NYU CORE PLAN: A GUIDE TO CHANGES IN DENSITY, BUILDING SIZE, AND SITE

PLAN, available at https://www.nyu.edulcontent/dam/nyulgovCommunAffairs/documents/2031/NYU2031 -Walkthrough-7-25-12.pdf.
72

CB2 Resolution, supra note 51; cf RESOLUTION NO.'s 1466-69, THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF

N.Y (2012), available at http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/Legislation.aspx (search "New York
University," select Resolution No.'s 1466-2012, then click "Action details").
73 See, e.g., StandUp4NYC, NYU FASP, http://nyufasp.com; New York University, GREENWICH
VILLAGE

SOCIETY

FOR

HISTORIC

PRESERVATION,

http://www.gvshp.org/ gvshp/preservation/nyu/nyu main.htm (last updated Oct. 21, 2012); Historic
Districts Council, HDC on the NYU Expansion Plan (July 19, 2012), http://hdc.org/hdclpc/hdc-on-thenyu-expansion-plan.
74 See, e.g., ACORN v. Bloomberg, 824 N.Y.S.2d 752 (2006).
75 Dist. 4 Presidents' Council v. Franchise and Concession Review Comm. of City of New York,
856 N.Y.S.2d 497 (Sup. Ct. 2008).
76 Community stakeholders may spend a considerable amount of time analyzing a plan, the
Community Task Force on NYU Development held over fifty meetings in five years discussing the
expansion plan. See Community Task Force Findings, supranote 40.
77 See text accompanying note 35.
78 Angotti, supra note 11, at 15-16. Community boards have staff and funding levels below those
of other participants in ULURP, and are not empowered to adequately perform their charter-mandated
responsibilities. Id.
79 See for example, NYU's plan is projected to add more than $1.1 billion in economic output in
New York City, about 9,575 jobs and $54.4 million in state tax revenues. N.Y.U., A PARTNER IN NEW
YORK'S GROWTH: THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY ON NEW YORK CITY AND NEW
YORK STATE IN FISCAL YEAR 2009 & THE IMPACT OF THE UNIVERSITY'S PROPOSED 2031
available
at
PLAN,
DEVELOPMENT
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scrutinized, questioned and often required to make major concessions to
secure approval. Similarly, officials are criticized for their decisions,
despite thorough application review, and are often subject to litigation
challenging the same.
For example, during the review of NYU's
application, Borough President Stringer criticized the CPC for its failure to
ratify certain changes; 80 accusations were made that Councilmembers
Christine Quinn and Margaret Chin disregarded their constituents; 8 1 and a
warning was issued by Councilmember Charles Barron, the lone dissenter
on the City Council, that "we are going to regret this vote." 8 2 Thereafter,
as discussed above, local resistance groups initiated a lawsuit. Instead of
ensuring community input, the ULURP magnifies land-use conflict and
fails to provide an effective solution.
III. AN ALTERNATIVE: A COLLABORATIVE MODEL FOR LAND USE
DECISION-MAKING AND MEDIATED DISPUTE RESOLUTION

In light of the deficiencies discussed in the previous section, New York
City should revise the ULURP and implement a collaborative model for
land-use planning and resolve disputes through mediation. This is a
departure from the City's current system, which incorporates the
"technocratic" and "advocacy" models: 83 goal-oriented decision-making by
elected officials who review comprehensive plans prepared by technical
experts 84 and consideration of various group interests.85 In contrast, the
"collaborative" model 86 would facilitate interaction among contending
stakeholders, encourage fair agreements capable of implementation and
http://www.nyu.edulcontent/dam/nyu/govCommunAffairs/documents/NYUEconomic Impact Final_
Report.pdf; NYU 2031 Report, supra note 6, at 11; Sexton Letter, supra note 41 (see "NYU At-aGlance" slides in column on right).
80 Including a setback requirement to greater facilitate light and air, as well as removal of certain
belowground features of the plan. Albert Amateau, N.YU Drops Hotel, 'loft blocks' rezoning;
PlanningO.K.'s 2031, THE VILLAGER (June 7, 2012), http://www.thevillager.com/?p=5135.
81 Jeremiah Moss, Mark Crispin Miller on NYU 2031, JEREMIAH'S VANISHING NEW YORK (Aug.

28,
2012),
http://vanishingnewyork.blogspot.com/2012/08/mark-crispin-miller-on-nyu-203 1html;
Berger, supra note 62.
82 Marc Beja, City Officials Approve NYU Expansion After Some Reductions Made, AM N.Y. (July
17, 2012), available at http://www.amny.com/urbanite-1.812039/city-officials-approve-nyu-expansionafter-some-reductions-made-1.3844081.
83 Lawrence Susskind ET AL.., Mediating Land Use Disputes in the United States:
Pros and Cons,
LINCOLN INSTITUTE OF LAND POLICY (2000) [hereinafter Prosand Cons]; Thomas I. Gunton ET AL..,

Collaborative Planning and Sustainable Management: The North American Experience, 31(2) Env'ts J.
38, 42 (2003) [hereinafter North American Experience].
84 Id
85 Id.
86 Sometimes also referred to as the "mediation" model. See North American Experience, supra
note 83, at 42; Sterk, supra note 79, at 250.
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account for both stakeholder interests and the best possible technical
advice. 87 Indeed, several jurisdictions have successfully codified the
collaborative model in land-use statutes. 88
Of course, even such an improved model cannot infallibly prevent-landuse disputes. Instead, similar collaboration should be employed in the
dispute resolution process. 89 Instead of submitting such disputes directly to
the court, New York City should first bring interested parties together with
a meditator to enhance mutual understanding of the problem, move closer
to a mutually satisfactory resolution and reduce the likelihood of
litigation. 90 In fact, City courts already have success mediating commercial
and matrimonial disputes. 9 1
A. Collaborationin Decision-Making
First, New York City's Charter should incorporate the collaborative
model during the decision-making stages of ULURP review.
Such
decisions acquire legitimacy when all affected parties participate, 92
generating information that facilitates informed decision-making and
accommodates multiple interests. 9 3 In fact, collaboration is the "most
promising approach for facilitating settlement" and maintaining future
relationships. 94 A comprehensive collaborative model addresses: (i) who
participates; and (ii) how decisions are made.
87 Responding to Streams, supra note 3, at 6. This model is described as "a highly structured
problem-solving process in which all stakeholders learn about each others' interests, challenge
previously accepted assumptions, and develop strategies aimed at maximizing mutual gains." Id.
(quoting Pros and Cons, supra note 83).
88 Research conducted between 2003 and 2006 identified 27 land-use dispute resolution programs.
See generallyResponding to Streams, supranote 3, at 17-25.
89 See id at 3.
90 Although less than half of the programs identified in this study reported the number of disputes
resolved through ADR, the clearest conclusion from the information provided is "that the majority of
disputes were resolved when such methods were employed." Id. at 23. Furthermore, "parties often
resolve their issues after mediation, even when the process itself does not result in a formal settlement."
Id.
91 UNIF. RULES FOR N.Y.S. TRIAL CTS. § 202.70 R. 3; see generally Hon. Sherry Klein Heitler,
Supreme Court, Civil Branch New York County Commercial Div., Guide to the Alternate Dispute
Resolution
Program,
NYCOURTS.Gov
(Apr.
15,
2011),
Supreme Court, Civil
http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/NYCounty/Attachment2.pdf;
Branch New York County, MatrimonialMediation ProgramStatement ofProcedures, NYCOURTS.GOV
(Jan. 22, 2009), http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/ljd/supctmanh/Matrimonial%20Pro%2011-23-09.pdf;
New York State Unified Court Sys., Div. of Court Operations, Office of ADR Programs, CourtConnected Alternative Dispute Resolution in New York State, NYCOURTS.GOV (Fall, 2003)
http://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/Publications/Reports/CAP Report.pdf.
92 Sterk, supra note 79, at 250-51, 253,257.
93 Sterk, supra note 79, at 253.
94 Sterk, supra note 79, at 253, 267. Indeed, participation increases the chances that stakeholders
will accept even determinations adverse to their interests. Sterk, supra note 79, at 257.
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1. Who Participates
Numerous studies suggest that effective land-use decision-making
depends on adequate representation of all interested parties. 9 5 In the
ULURP, such parties include the developer, municipal officials, neighbors
and community groups. 96 Although neighbors and community groups do
not always participate, community boards advocate on their behalf.97 Such
representation is sufficient because the Charter establishes the boards as
liaisons between community members and the City government: 98 each
board must advocate for the residents of the district that it serves and assist
communication between such residents and city officials. 99
In addition, the Charter has certain safeguards to ensure that board
members represent the community as a whole.oo Not more than twentyfive percent of appointed members can be city employees and all members
must reside, do business or have professional or other significant interest in
the district. Further, when appointing board members the borough
president must consider whether those appointees fairly represent all
segments of the community and must assure adequate representation from
each geographic section of the district. As such, the boards adequately
represent the community interest and are equipped to represent such
interest during the decision-making phases of the ULURP. Accordingly,
all interested parties are adequately represented in the ULURP and further
reform to that regard is unnecessary.
2. How Decisions Are Made
Although all interested parties are adequately represented in the ULURP,
not all parties are afforded an opportunity to meaningfully contribute to the
process. That is, the community board and Borough President are only
able to issue non-binding recommendations on ULURP applications,
whereas officials can approve, modify, or disapprove applications without

95 Collaborative land-use decision-making failed during a study in British Columbia where two key
groups were absent. See Thomas I. Gunton, et al., Evaluating CollaborativePlanning:A Case Study of
a Land and Resource Management Planning Process, 34(3) Env'ts J. 19, 33 (2006-07) [hereinafter
Evaluating CollaborativePlanning];see also Gordon J. McGee, Evaluating Collaborative Planning: A
Case Study of the North Coast Land and Resource Management Plan 33 (Summer 2006) (Thesis,
Simon Fraser University Report No. 399) [hereinafter North Coast CaseStudy].
96 See, e.g., Sterk, supra note 79, at 228-29.
97 See N.Y. Code 69 § 270; ULURP, supra note 16 (stating that New York City is divided into 59
administrative districts, and a community board serves each).
98 N.Y. Code 70 § 2800; ULURP, supranote 16.
99 N.Y. CODE 70 § 2800(d).
100 N.Y. CODE 70 § 2800(a).
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considering the non-binding recommendations.
As part of the proposed reform, the non-binding stages of ULURP
review should be eliminated and instead, all stakeholders should evaluate
the application collectively. The community board and Borough President
should work together with the CPC to determine whether an application
should be approved, modified or disapproved before presenting the
application to the City Council. All affected parties would consent to any
decision and help ensure that all voices are heard and considered, thus
reducing legal challenges like the NYU 2031 lawsuit.lo
3. Addressing Criticism
Critics of such reform suggest that bringing the parties together to reach
consensus would unduly delay the process1 02 and that such delay may
frustrate the applicant and make it less willing to negotiate the scope of its
project. 0 3 Further, studies indicate that the success of collaborative
decision-making is contingent on allowing the parties sufficient time to
reach agreement without unrealistic deadlines.104 This is hardly an issue for
this proposal. By eliminating the non-binding phases of review, including
60 days of community board review and 30 for the Borough President, an
additional 90 days is available for collaborative review of complex
projects. Additionally, such time could be eliminated altogether if the
parties reach consensus more quickly on mundane projects. As such, the
parties would have sufficient time to reach an agreement without
prolonging the current process and the flexibility to adjust the timetable
based on the project's scope.
Other criticism suggests the possibility of inequality of bargaining
power, as community boards are considerably understaffed and
underfunded compared to other ULURP participants.105 One critic notes
101 See McKinney ET AL.., supra note 3, at 13, 45-46.
102 See Michael A. Cardozo, Counsel, N.Y. City Law Dep't, Dispute Resolution Society
Symposium at Fordham University School of Law (Oct. 13, 2006), available at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/law/downloads/pdf/spl01306.pdf [hereinafter Cardozo Speech]; see also
Letter from Alessandra Sumowicz, Director, Office of Envtl. Coordination (Feb. 22, 2002), available at
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/permitsejoperationspdf/sumowicz.pdf [hereinafter Sumowicz Letter]
(discussing that although the argument in the Sumowicz letter addresses ADR in environmental law, it
applies in principle to land-use decisions as well).
103 Sterk, supra note 79, at 233.
104 See Gunton, ET AL.., supra note 95, at 33; McGee, supra note 95, at 90. While these studies
required, respectively, between four and five years and at least 29 months to complete the land-use
review process, both involved thousands of miles of land, whereas New York City is only
approximately 300 square miles, including the outer-boroughs. See Gunton ET AL.., supra note 95, at
23; McGee, supra note 95, at 4.
105 Angotti, supra note 11, at 15; see generally Gunton, supra note 95, at 22; McGee, supra note
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the combined budget of all community boards is approximately .02% of the
total city budget. 06 However, the proposed model would allow the
Borough President and CPC to share resources with the board and save on
costs such as expert research and analysis,107 thus eliminating disparities in
bargaining power during the review process and render moot otherwise
valid critical concern.
B. Mediation to Resolve Disputes
The Charter should also institutionalize a mediation program for disputes
that arise. Studies have found that the incentive to negotiate increases as an
issue nears a final decision, but the likelihood of reaching agreement
decreases over time.10 8 Such conditions are well suited for an impartial
third party mediator, who is less expensive and often more effective, to
facilitate agreement.1 09 Additionally, mediation typically preserves
relations between the parties, whereas litigation is adversarial and
contentious by nature. Such a program would alleviate the burden on court
dockets and increase the likelihood that the parties agreed on terms more
favorable to each than those dictated by the court.1 10 Indeed, a number of
jurisdictions have successful mediation programs to address land-use
disputesill and experts attribute the success of these programs to
characteristics including: (i) legitimacy through statutory indoctrination;
(ii) effectiveness through sufficient resource allocation; and (iii) finality
through limitations on standing to challenge mediated agreements.112

95, at 90.
106 Angotti, supranote 11, at 15.
107 Tom Angotti, Charting a Better Way for Planningand Community Boards, GOTHAM GAZETTE
(July 6, 2010), available at http://www.gothamgazette.com/index.php/development/555-charting-abetter-way-for-planning-and-community-boards.
108 McKinney, et al., supranote 3, at 9.
109 Id. at 19. Two studies completed by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy and the Consensus
Building Institute in 1999 demonstrate that mediation has effectively resolved land-use disputes on a
case-by-case basis. Id. at 2. On a systemic level, there are limited statistics available on the success rates
of identifiable programs. Id. at 23; Sterk, supra note 79, at 244-45. The clearest conclusion based on
the information that is available is that the majority of disputes were resolved when mediation was
employed, with success rates ranging from 60-80 percent. McKinney, et al., supra note 3, at 23.
Massachusetts has resolved 70 percent of cases. Id.
110 See McKinney, et al., supranote 3, at 14; Sterk, supra note 79, at 251-52.
Ill See Sterk, supra note 79, at 252. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. § 70.51 (2010); CONN. GEN. STAT. §
8-8a (2010); ME. REV. STAT. tit. 5, § 3341 (2009).
112 McKinney, BT AL., supra note 3, at 22. These experts include participants in the national policy
dialogue held on September 20, 2006. For a complete list of participants, see id. at 33.
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1. Statutory Authorization of Mediated Dispute Resolution
Statutory authorization helps build awareness and credibility and
establishes legitimacy for a program. 113 Further, with respect to the
ULURP, such authorization would invalidate concerns that mandated ADR
would subvert the very process allegedly not followed by ULURP
participants.1 14 This would require revision to the New York City Charter,
including: (i) screening to identify disputes appropriate for mediation; and
(ii) prohibiting challenges that undermine the binding nature of mediated
agreements.
First, officials should assess the likelihood that mediation would produce
an effective outcome before bringing the parties together with a mediator.
Although critics of mediation suggest the table is likely to remain
polarized, this assessment would alleviate such concerns.115 These critics
believe the following: (i) ADR is only appropriate where there is a
reasonable likelihood that interested parties will compromise their
positions; (ii) ULURP participants make inevitable compromises
throughout the process; and (iii) when a decision is challenged it is unlikely
the parties are willing to compromise further. 116 However, in other
For
jurisdictions, screening measures successfully avert this issue.
example, in Alberta, Canada, ADR staff meets with conflicting
stakeholders, first individually and then together, to identify the issues and
determine if mediation is appropriate. 11 7 Other jurisdictions, such as
Vermont and Albuquerque, New Mexico, have mandatory screening
procedures as well. 1 18 A similar process in the ULURP would help
maximize the effectiveness of mediation.
Second, mediated agreements should be binding. On the one hand, such
agreements are non-binding in most jurisdictions1 19 and critics question

.

113 Id. at 22.
114 Cardozo Speech, supra note 102, at 3-4.
115 See Gunton, ET AL., supra note 95, at 33; Sumowicz Letter, supranote 102, at 2.
116 Sumowicz Letter, supra note 102, at 2; Cardozo Speech, supranote 102, at 5.
117 PROVINCE OF ALBERTA MUN. Gov'T ACT, R.S.A. 2000 117(1) (Can.); McKinney, ET AL.,
supra note 3, at 15.
118 VT. R. CIV. P. 16.3 ("[T]he court is to screen the pleadings to determine whether ADR should
be required"); ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., CODE OF ORDINANCES art. IX (1971); Land Use Facilitation
Program, CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE, http://www.cabq.gov/legalladr/luf [hereinafter Albuquerque
Program].
119 See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 70.51 ("Within 45 days after receipt of the special magistrate's
recommendation, the governmental entity responsible for the development order or enforcement action
. . must [accept, modify, or reject the recommendation]"); GA. CODE ANN. § 36-36-11 ("the municipal
corporation may proceed in accordance with the mediated agreement") (emphasis added); TOWN OF
wARWICK CODE § 164-47.5 ("The Town Board's decision to consent to the suspension of time limits is
entirely within the discretion of the Town Board").
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their enforceability.12 0 However, binding agreements will assure that
neither party may refuse to honor the agreement or challenge the outcome
in court, allowing the parties to discuss issues without the imminent threat
of an adverse decision1 2 1 or the prospect of collateral litigation.1 22 As such,
binding mediation would promote mutually acceptable resolution of landuse disputes.
2. Sufficient Allocation of Necessary Resources
Without resources sufficient to effectively conduct mediation, statutory
authorization would be merely symbolic.1 2 3 An effective program would
require, most notably, a sufficient allocation of money and time.
The biggest financial barrier to effective ULURP mediation is the
parties' access to an affordable, qualified, and readily available
mediator. 124 Other jurisdictions offer government subsidizing,1 2 5 free and
voluntary services, 126 and cost sharing.1 27 However, in New York, none of
these structures would be adequate. The current fiscal situation makes
government subsidy impractical; the cost of living makes voluntary service
unlikely; and the potential for abuse makes cost sharing ill advised.1 2 8
Instead, the City should employ a unique cost structure for ULURP
mediation and require both parties to post a deposit, prior to entering
mediation,1 29 for the costs of the process. Thereafter, the mediator should
have discretion to allocate such costs based on the nature of the claims and
the parties' willingness to negotiate. This structure would avoid frivolous
requests for mediation and provide a cost effective alternative to litigation.
With respect to time, the collaborative reform discussed above frees 90
120 Sumowicz Letter, supra note 102, at 2. This risk may also incentivize the applicant to demand
greater concessions. Sterk, supra note 79, at 233; see, e.g., Lake County Trust Co. v. Advisory Plan
Comm'n of Lake County, 904 N.E.2d 1274, 1278 (id. 2009).
121 Sterk, supra note 79, at 271 n.2 10.
122 Id. at 271.
123 Responding to Streams, supra note 3, at 22.
124 Id. at 21.
125 OR. REv. STAT. §195.305 (2014) ("[T]he owner of the property shall be entitled to just
compensation from the public entity that enacted the land use regulation").
126 See Albuquerque Program, supra, note 118 ("Facilitation is a collaborative voluntary
process"); LEGAL DEP'T, LAND USE ADR PROGRAM 2 (Alternative Dispute Resolution Division eds.),
availableat http://www.cabq.gov/legalladr/luf/lufbrochure/view ("[T]he City of Albuquerque offers the
Land Use ADR Program free of charge").
127 CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 8-8a (2014) ("The cost of mediation shall be distributed equally
among the parties").
128 Such abuse could be, for example, boards looking to impose additional costs on developers or
developers looking to outmuscle underfunded boards.
129 One way the parties could fulfill this requirement and move forward with mediation without
taking an immediate financial hit is by providing a letter of credit.
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days previously allocated to community board and Borough President
review. Some of that time could be allocated specifically to mediation.
Additionally, the mediation period should be limited in time in the same
way as the decision-making stages. Indeed, time limitations for mediation
are commonplace in other jurisdictions.1 30 As such, resource limitations are
easily addressed by the proposed reform.
3. Limited Standing to Challenge Mediated Settlements
After the parties reach a mediated agreement, standing to challenge such
agreement should be limited. Unbridled access to the courts raises several
concerns, including added costs, undue delay and potential for abuse.131
Without limited standing, this entire proposal, meant to address those same
concerns, would be in vein. Indeed, scholars have noted that the possibility
of a subsequent challenge to a solidified agreement is the principal
doctrinal obstacle to settlement.1 32 By limiting such attacks, the negotiating
parties would be more attracted to settlement with confidence that such
agreements would be honored. 133
Limited standing implicates the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendmentl 34 and New York's "liberally construed" approach to standing
for land-use disputes.1 3 5 One solution is to require parties not involved in
the decision-making process to plead injury different from that of the
community at large,1 36 similar to the standard in environmental disputes.
Indeed, both environmental and land-use disputes affect the public at large
and the challenger's specific connection can appear attenuated. To address
this attenuation, the Supreme Court developed a three-part federal standing
test in Lujan v. Defenders of Wildhife.137 The test requires that challengers
have (1) an "injury in fact" which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b)
actual or imminent; (2) a causal connection between the injury and the

130 See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 8-8(a) (2014) (limiting mediation to 180 days with two
opportunities to extend the session); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 572A.01 (2011) (limiting mediation to 30
days).
131 See Responding to Streams, supra note 3, at 25; Sterk, supra note 79, at 230.
132 Sterk, supra note 79, at 259, 267; Responding to Streams, supra note 3, at 25.
133

Id.

134 "No state shall . . . deprive any person of. . . property without due process of law[.]" U.S.
CONST. amend. XIV. Issues of this nature have been discussed in the context of third party challenges
to "consent decrees," or judicially approved settlement agreements. See Larry Kramer, Consent Decrees
and the Rights of Third Parties, 87 MICH. L. REV. 321,322 (1988).
135 Town of Coeymans v. City of Albany, 728 N.Y.S.2d 797, 833 (3d Dep't 2001).
136 See Robin Kundis Craig, Standing and Environmental Law: An Overview, 1-2 (Jan. 2009),
available at http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfn?abstract-id=1536583.
137 504 U.S. 555, 560-61 (1991).
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conduct complained of; and (3) a degree of likelihood beyond speculation
that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision. New York courts
have similarly adopted a requirement in environmental cases that
challengers plead environmental injury different from the public at large.1 38
The same standard should be applied to non-participants seeking to
challenge ULURP settlements.
Furthermore, those who fail to timely intervene should be precluded
from challenging a decision. Courts do not invariably uphold the right of
neighbors to challenge settlements; some have held that a neighbor's
failure to intervene precludes the neighbor from such challenge. 139 Indeed,
the Supreme Court in Richards v. Jefferson Countyl 40 said that the states
have "wide latitude" to limit judicial proceedings and determine whether to
accord a taxpayer any standing at all.141 Therefore, notwithstanding the
apparent doctrinal obstacles, limitations on standing in the land-use context
are within the parameters set by the U.S. Constitution and the Supreme
Court.1 42 Such limitations would encourage

settlement on mutually

agreeable terms and avoid the pitfalls of persistent litigation. 143
IV. CONCLUSION

This proposed Charter reform is a practical solution to make New York
138 See Cmty. Pres. Corp. v. Miller, 781 N.Y.S.2d 603, 607 (Sup. Ct. 2004); Buerger v. Town of
Grafton, 652 N.Y.S.2d 880 (3d Dep't 1997); Har Enterprises v. Town of Brookhaven, 549 N.Y.S.2d
638 (N.Y. 1989).
139 See, e.g., Cuson v. Tallmadge Charter Township, No. 234157, 2003 WL 21108470, at *4
(Mich. Ct. App. May 15, 2003) (holding that neighbors' sole remedies to a consent judgment stemming
from an exclusionary zoning request were "political in nature . .. or through the timely intervention in
prior proceedings"); Stranahan House, Inc. v. City of Fort Lauderdale, 967 So. 2d 1121, 1126 (Fla. Dist.
Ct. App. 2007) (holding that a neighboring property owner could not challenge a consent final judgment
because it did not intervene in the circuit court proceedings); Summit Twp. Taxpayers Ass'n v. Summit
Twp. Bd. of Supervisors, 411 A.2d 1263, 1265 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1980) (holding that objectors could
not appeal a "final and binding order" when they did not intervene in the prior appeal of the zoning
decision). But see Chase National Bank v. City of Norwalk, 291 U.S. 431, 441 (1934) (holding that a
failure to intervene does not necessary preclude the party from asserting its legal rights in a subsequent
proceeding). See Sterk, supra note 79, at 242-43.
140 See 517 U.S. 793, 805 (1996).
141 Id at 803; see Sterk, supra note 79, at 244.
142 The U.S. Constitution likely does not prevent state courts from barring neighbors from
challenging a settlement if they choose not to intervene. Sterk, supra note 79, at 244. The Constitutional
requirements of Due Process can be further satisfied by providing notice by publication. Id. at 269; see
N.J. STAT. ANN. § 40:55D-62.1; CAL. Gov'T CODE § 65090 (West 2010).
143 Both neighbors and developers will be unlikely to settle on terms less favorable than their
expected result in litigation, providing adequate protection against collusion with the municipality.
Sterk, supra note 79, at 259. Settlement is generally less costly and time consuming than litigation.
Responding to Streams, supra note 3, at 25. Furthermore, increased settlement rates would reduce the
burden on the dockets in state and federal courts, where land-use litigation pervades, and where many
controversies are litigated to final judgment and often reach appellate courts. Sterk, supra note 79, at
228,244.
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City's land-use decision-making and dispute resolution more progressive,
efficient and effective. Indeed, several other jurisdictions already use
collaboration and mediation in land-use review, 144 including another
municipality in New York State. 145 Even within New York City, these
methods have proven effective in other contexts. 14 6 Implementation in the
land-use review process would better situate New York City to foster
expected growth in development and construction. In cases like NYU
2031, a collaborative process could have the University well on its way to
fulfilling expansion plans while also accommodating the interests of
Greenwich Village residents.

144 Responding to Streams, supranote 3, at 27.
145 See, e.g., TOWN OF WARWICK CODE § 164-47.5.
146 See supra note 91 and accompanying text.

